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We, at Indian Gas Exchange, are committed to enable a market-friendly platform and build a wellfunctioning gas market with an aim to enhance the trading experience of our market participants.
With an approach to make trading more market-friendly, we introduced open auction trading from
25th March 2021, allowing them the price and volume visibility across hubs. This open auction is available
for monthly, fortnightly, weekly and weekday contracts. The open auction mechanism will allow the buyer
to compare gas prices across different hubs and bid according to the most competitive pricing for the
required duration. This matching algorithm is also suitable for domestic producers to sell their marketfreedom gas through Exchange. Continuous trading mechanism, which has been introduced for daily
contracts, is to make trading system suitable for immediate need basis.
Also, we have recently introduced some other features which will ease the trading experience for our
participants, such as uploading of all bids in one go, thereby reducing traders’ time and chances of errors,
and ensuring easy access to historical order and trade books. Furthermore, the market trading hours on
the Exchange have been extended and the trading window is now available from 10:00 am to 1:00 pm as
compared to the previous trading window of 10:00 am to 12 noon, allowing more time for participation.
We are pleased to share that last month, we saw a trading of almost 1 lakh MMBtu of Gas and with the
aforesaid initiatives of Open Auction and increased interest of our participants, we are hopeful to see a
further increase in the trading volumes.
Looking at the Gas prices in the industry, the notified Domestic Gas prices under APM for April’ 21 to
September’ 21 is US$ 1.79/MMBtu and other price and market-freedom gas prices are capped at US$
3.62/MMBtu. APM price is the lowest and seems hugely unfavourable for domestic oil and gas producers.
However, we are hopeful that a part of this domestic gas shall be allowed to be sold at authorised Gas
Exchange, which will enable domestic price discovery, thereby benefit the producers of domestic gas.
On the global front, gas prices went up significantly at all major gas hubs. In the US, Henry Hub was up by
37% y-o-y, settling at US$ 2.6/MMBtu. In Europe, TTF was up by 10% y-o-y, settling at US$ 6.2/MMBtu,
whereas in Asia, JKM went up by 38% y-o-y, and settled at US$ 6.6/MMBtu.
I would also like to take this opportunity to welcome BPCL as the newest member of the IGX family.
We eagerly look forward to their participation in IGX.
We thank you for your unwavering support and hope you find this edition of Gas Connect interesting.
Thank you.
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With regards,
Rajesh Kumar Mediratta
Director, IGX
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IGX BUZZ
MARCH TRADE DETAILS:

IGX Webinar for Gas-based Power Plants
31st March 2021

IGX Trade Details in MMBtu
Product

Buy Bids

Sell Bids

Traded Volume

Monthly

66,000

1,08,000

66,000

2,29,300

2,89,000

31,000

Daily

5,700

2,700

700

Total

3,01,000

3,99,700

97,700

Fortnightly

PRICE DISCOVERY MECHANISM

Agenda: Saving Opportunities for Gas-based Power Plants
Key Speakers: Mr. Rajesh Kumar Mediratta, Director, IGX and
Mr. Vikas Guliani, VP-BD & Regulatory Affairs, IGX.
Participant Industries: Gas-based Power Plants and other
Natural Gas consuming industries.
5th IGX Market Advisory Committee (MAC):
30th March 2021
Agenda: Challenges and drivers to develop gas markets,

Introduction of Open Auction price discovery mechanism for

creating liquidity, incorporating KYC & other necessary

Monthly, Fortnightly, Weekly, Weekday Products.

compliances for the market participants.



Continuous Trading mechanism for Daily Product.

Participant Industries: The meeting saw participation from 35+



Market participants will be able to view top 5 buy and top 5



sell bids (both price & volume) without the identity of bidders.

members, including Transporters, Sellers, CGDs, Associations,
Buyers, Consultants and Others.

IGX PRICE VS SPOT & LONG-TERM PRICE

NEW MEMBER
BHARAT PETROLEUM CORPORATION
LIMITED (BPCL) JOINED AS IGX’S
NEWEST MEMBER.

PRICE `/MMBTU

1200

Long Term LNG

IGX Price

1000
800
600
400

WEBINARS

Spot LNG

JAN

FEB

MARCH

APRIL

(Source: IGX Analysis)

IGX webinar for CGD companies
26th March 2021

Benchmarks vs IGX Price
(in ` Per MMBtu)

Agenda: Gas Sourcing Opportunities for CGD Companies
Key Speakers: Mr. Deepak Mehta, Head-Business Development,
IGX and Mr. Vikas Guliani, VP-BD & Regulatory Affairs, IGX
Participant Industries: CGDs and other Natural Gas consuming
industries.
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Month

Spot LNG
(estimated)

Long-term LNG
(estimated)

IGX Price

Jan’ 21

633

556

` 537

Feb’ 21

998

601

` 736

Mar’ 21

598

673

` 462

Apr’ 21

500

728

` 450

LEADERS SPEAK
LNG PROCUREMENT IN A CHALLENGING MARKET
By Morten Frisch, Morten Frisch Consulting
Morten Frisch, the Senior Partner of Morten Frisch Consulting
(MFC), has more than 45 years of
international hands-on “operator”
experience in dealing with strategic,
commercial, operational and dispute
resolution issues along the entire

underground gas storage (UGS) facilities with a working gas
capacity of 13 BCM, due to be expanded to 15.2 by the end of
summer 2021. This is woefully inadequate, and the country
needs to add substantially more UGS capacity as well as LNG
storage.
China is importing gas by pipeline from Central Asian Republics,
Russia, and Myanmar; increasingly in the form of LNG. India’s
gas imports are currently restricted to LNG and it is the fourth-

LNG as well as pipeline gas chains.

largest LNG importer after Japan, China, and South Korea.

He is one of the main architects of

India’s 2020 calendar year LNG import was 25.29 MT,

the Price Review and Price Reopener clause, normally used in European long-term supply
agreements for pipeline gas as well as for Atlantic Basin LNG.
This clause is now also being adopted in some contracts for the
supply of LNG to Asian buyers.
Morten is frequently called upon as an expert witness in
arbitrations and court cases dealing with commercial pipeline
gas and LNG issues. A seasoned conference speaker, he has
published widely on strategic and commercial gas issues and
he is regularly interviewed about energy issues on major TV
networks.
GAS IN THE INDIAN AND CHINESE ENERGY ECONOMIES
Forecasters predict that global energy demand in future
decades will be driven by Asian economies lead by China and
India. Both these nations aim to achieve rapid expansions of
gas demand driven by high economic growth and petrochemical
feedstock use; by replacing coal with natural gas in power
generation, steam rising and particularly in China’s case, space

representing a 5.5 percent increase on 2019 (23.98 MT), in turn
an increase of 7.1 percent on 2018 (22.42MT). LNG prices were
relatively low in 2018, 2019 and until Q4 in 2020 and this has
supported India’s growth in LNG demand.
As witnessed during the 2020-21 winter, the Indian gas market
is more sensitive to high LNG prices than the Chinese market.
India’s LNG imports in December, January and February were
sharply down due to high LNG spot prices when compared to
the same period a year earlier.
THE LNG MARKET IN H2 2020 – THE CALM BEFORE THE
STORM
During the summer of 2020, the international LNG market was
severely oversupplied with delivered ex-ship (DES) LNG prices in
both Asia and Europe falling below US$ 2 per MMBtu. This was
caused by soft demand due to the COVID pandemic and a large
influx of new LNG supplies particularly from the US, Australia
and Russia.

heating. Both countries also aim to replace oil with natural gas

It is estimated that 180-200 US LNG cargoes were cancelled

in many applications.

during the second half of 2020, as LNG oversupply drove Asian

On the gas supply side, both China and India have domestic
gas production; however, they are still in dire need of rapidly
increasing gas imports. In India’s case, prices paid to domestic
natural gas producers were largely to blame for gas production
falling by close to 10% in 2020.

and European DES spot LNG prices down to below parity with
Henry Hub prices for much of the summer. LNG DES prices
fell into the range US$ 1.50-2.00 per MMBtu. Even though
most of the process-or-pay liquefaction fees of US$ 2.25-3.50
per MMBtu, typically paid by buyers of US LNG or companies
having bought LNG liquefaction capacity in the US are sunk

Winter space heating forms a large and increasing part of

costs, buyers/liquefiers would still cancel US cargoes if the

China’s gas demand. As a result, China today has a sharp

DES price available for a cargo was less than spot shipping and

winter gas demand peak, which ideally should be supplied with

other variable costs.

gas sourced locally to demand centres. Currently, China has
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As a broad thumb-rule a US LNG export cargo would, based

market for LNG. Based on the 26th March 2021 Spark 25

on the then prevailing spot shipping costs, be cancelled during

FFA forward physical spot rate for a 160 TFDE LNGC trading

the 2020 summer if the DES price available fell below the price

within the Pacific Basin (this LNG freight futures contract is

given by the formula:

now live on ICE), the cost of transporting LNG could increase

PDES < (HH x115% + US$1.40) per MMBtu
THE WINTER OF 2020-21
The winter of 2020-21 in the Northern Hemisphere and
particularly in Asia and Europe was much colder than usual,
resulting in exceptionally high demand for natural gas for
space heating and electricity generation. In case of China, gas

from a March 2021 level of US$ 0.40 per MMBtu to some US$
2 per MMBtu in December 2021. For the delivery of an LNG
cargo from the US Gulf Coast to Asian markets in December
2021, the transportation costs would be substantially higher.
In the forward LNGC freight market within the Pacific Basin,
a seasonal spread in excess US$ 1.60 per MMBtu can be
observed in 2021 based on the Spark 25 FFA.

demand and therefore LNG imports were increased further

THE ACUTE NEED FOR UNDERGROUND GAS STORAGE (UGS)

due to inadequate thermal coal supplies caused by a trade war

FACILITIES IN ASIA

between China and Australia. Furthermore, China’s gas imports
from Central Asian Republics were curtailed due to high gas
demand in the exporting countries.
Not only China, but also Japan, Korea and Taiwan increased
LNG imports last winter, with the result that spot LNG cargoes
for delivery to North East Asian LNG markets were trading
at DES prices above US$ 20 per MMBtu. This price level was

Both West European and Russian gas markets have substantial
underground gas storage (UGS) facilities. By the end of March
2021, withdrawals in Western Europe and Russia will have
reached 65 BCM, and 58 BCM respectively. Both Western
Europe and Russia will need record gas injections before the
2021-22 winter. These gas injections will support European DEC
LNG prices during the coming summer.

substantially higher than European DES LNG prices with the

When looking at LNG imports into Western Europe in December,

result that many European LNG cargoes were diverted to Asian

January, February and March, it sends a chilling message not

markets. Extended LNG carrier (LNGC) round-trip voyages and

only to the European gas market, but also to price sensitive

congestion in the Panama Canal led to a shortage of LNGC

LNG markets in Asia such as the Indian: North East Asian gas

capacity and record LNGC freight rates. This added to the Asian

markets have through LNG cargo diversions during the 2020-21

LNG supply shortage and supported the DES price for physical

winter indirectly depleted Europe’s UGS capacity.

spot LNG cargoes in the region.

Furthermore, Europe is becoming increasingly dependent on

A number of emerging Asian LNG markets had become

LNG imports due to a rapidly falling domestic gas production.

complacent in their LNG procurements due to soft LNG spot

The European region’s winter gas prices and supply will, as a

prices over a number of years. Starting during Q4 2021, a

result in the future, be at the mercy of North-East Asian gas

number of these markets led by India, could no longer obtain

demand and pricing. The same applies to the Indian gas market.

LNG at a spot price, which after re-gasification could be sold to
end consumers without the importer incurring a loss.

This is particularly the case due to China’s rapidly expanding
use of gas for space heating and its totally insufficient UGS

Rapidly expanding gas markets in Asia have suddenly lost a

and LNG storage capacities to support this expansion of

large part of their LNG supply due to an over reliance on the

temperature-sensitive peak gas demand.

spot market.
THE SPOT MARKET FOR LNGCS

LNG CONTRACTING IN VOLATILE ENERGY MARKETS
What can gas markets in Asia in general and India in particular,

Major fluctuations in North-East Asian LNG demand and

do as protection against the impact of a rapidly expanding gas

pricing have resulted in major fluctuations also in the freight

demand from winter space heating in China and neighbouring
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countries as well as additional competition for LNG supplies

developed. Such an objective will likely take some five to

from Europe?

perhaps ten years to achieve. While waiting for an Asian hub,

Seasonal LNG market prices and LNGC freight rates should
support the development and operation of UGS in India,
Pakistan, Bangladesh, Thailand, Vietnam and last but not the
least in China, all having a geology allowing UGS facilities to be
developed.
The new Qatari LNG pricing model of some 10.2 percent Brent
Slope should, in the medium term, offer a workable alternative
to spot LNG purchases. Qatar has now signed two such 10-year
DES deals with China’s Sinopec, while Pavilion in Singapore and
Pakistan have signed one such deal each.
Price Review and Price Re-opener clauses: Therm contracts
with a first delivery date more than three years after contract
execution, should all have Price Review and Price Re-opener
clauses based on well-established principles, such as the
clauses used in Europe under a neutral law and arbitration
venue.
US Henry Hub based LNG pricing with guaranteed income
for the LNG seller or liquefaction plant owner places nearly
all market risk on the party buying the LNG product or the
liquefaction service. This was clearly demonstrated during
the summer of 2020. Although between 180 and 200 US LNG
cargoes were cancelled, US liquefaction plant owners had a
positive cash flow and remained profitable. As an example,
the cancellation of the Annova LNG export project in South
Texas is testimony that LNG buyers have woken up to this fact.
Furthermore, the new Qatari DES LNG pricing concept and
similar LNG supply offers from other suppliers currently offers
a better proposition for Asian LNG buyers than the commercial
model adopted by most, if not all, US liquefaction projects.
For the optimum pricing of LNG delivered to Asian markets,

pricing based on a low Brent Slope or TTF prices in Europe
(churn of some 100), possibly with a shipping adjustment factor
to Asian markets, could over the next ten years be alternatives
to the procurement of LNG, in what is likely to remain a
seasonal volatile spot market.
However, a spot LNG market with large volatility between winter
and summer seasons should represent a positive business
opportunity for owners of local UGS facilities. In India’s case,
the use of UGS facilities would allow the procurement of lowpriced LNG supplies during the summer for storage after regasification and use in the domestic gas market when LNG spot
prices are high.
Experience from Europe has shown that UGS-based gas
operations within the Indian gas market would increase gas
trading, the type of flexibility products available to trade, and the
liquidity of the IGX. Indian UGS facilities, if built, would therefore
provide essential support for the development of the IGX and
improved gas price discovery within the Indian energy market.
Forward Looking Statement: This article is meant to provide
an insight into current and likely future developments in the
international LNG market, the likely future interaction between
Asian and European LNG markets and how India can best procure
LNG for its domestic gas market. Although it is believed that the
article presents a correct view of the current situation and future
developments in these markets at the time of its drafting during
early April 2021, Morten Frisch and/or Morten Frisch Consulting
(MFC) cannot be held responsible if this should prove not to
be the case or if any of the conclusions drawn from this article
should prove to be inaccurate. No representation or warranty is
made as to the accuracy or completeness of the article and no
person is entitled to rely on its contents.

Asian gas pricing hubs with a high churn rate needs to be
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EXPERTS SPEAK
BRINGING TRANSPARENCY AND CONSISTENCY OF ACCESS

Grid Code Development Process

BY DEVELOPMENT OF GAS GRID CODE AND IMPROVEMENT

The development of a grid code is typically assigned to the TSO.

IN CAPACITY BOOKING PROCEDURES

However, there can be alternative approaches based on Indian

Ravi Singh, Manager-Strategy, Indian Gas Exchange
Historically, the improvement
in grid access procedures
has been a central element
of the liberalisation of the
gas industry in developed
nations. Learning from them,
emerging nations are gradually
realising the importance of
improving access procedures.
The objective is to foster competition in the gas market, bring
efficiency, and bolster infrastructural investments, thereby
strengthening the energy security. However, these provisions
also have an impact on the gas supply market by breaking the
incumbent’s monopoly, lowering prices and presenting the need

gas sector maturity level:
1. The TSO may undertake to fully draft the grid code and
submit it to the Regulator for review and approval;
2. The regulator may draft the grid code in consultation with all
gas sector stakeholders;
3. An official grid code committee may be established for
drafting the code with representation from key stakeholders,
chaired by the Regulator. The Regulator may have an active
role or be an observer.
The approval of the grid code will involve at least one public
consultation procedure. A typical cycle for preparation of a code
is presented below.
Figure 2: Process for preparation of grid code

for a system operator to manage the complexities of the grid.
The article seeks to provide specific recommendations and
steps for development of a grid code, and improving capacity
booking procedures that shall remove operational hurdles and
support market development.
Managing stakeholder expectations
The introduction of a nationwide uniform grid code would be a
game changing event. Each grid code provision would affect the
market players. Expectations of different market players from
such radical improvement is often conflicting and needs to be
managed through stakeholder education and consultations.
Figure 1: Managing conflicting market player expectations
Existing shippers

New shippers

Protection of existing
market

Ease of market entry

V/S

The rule makers should also keep in mind that for efficient

Large shippers

Small shippers

Minimum impact to large
portfolio

Maximum flexibility to
manage small portfolio

V/S

Bundled pipeline operators
Low transparency to exert
market power
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Pure-play pipeline operators
V/S

Maximum transparency
for higher participation
(pipeline utilisation)

application of the grid code, a number of key pre-requisites
should be in place. These pre-requisites include:
1. Mandate of Regulator to regulate the activities centered
around the gas grid;
2. Licensing rules for the users of the grid;

Figure 3: Typical structure of grid code

3. Unbundling and formation of TSO (Ownership Unbundling,
Independent Transmission Operator, Independent System

• Capacity booking

Operator);

• Congestion management
procedures

4. Clear responsibilities of TSO and Regulator for the grid code
Typical structure of grid code

development.
Typical structure of grid code
The gas grid code would be a single and comprehensive
document that would include the rights and responsibilities
of the TSO and the parties requesting to the TSO the
transportation of their gas through the transmission system.
Taking inspiration from advanced gas markets, the structure
of grid code could cover four main thematic areas: system
operation & third-party access, system development &

System operation/

• Quantity nomination/
renomination

third-party access

• Delivery and withdrawal of gas
• Allocation of quantities
• System balancing and
operational gas
• Metering
• New connections

System development
and maintenance

• System development and
investment planning
• System maintenance

Coordination with
stakeholders

maintenance, coordination with other stakeholders and general

• Interconnection agreements
• Electronic platform
• Management of emergencies
• Definitions

provisions.
General provisions

• Force majeure
• Dispute settlement

Source:USAID

Since one of the main objectives of the development of grid code would be to enable non-discriminatory and transparent third-party
access, the key improvements required in capacity booking procedures have been identified next.
Improvements in capacity booking procedures
The single biggest hurdle in the path to achieve transparent and non-discriminatory access to the grid remains the primitive and
irrational capacity booking procedures. For the gas sector to grow and for gas to achieve central theme in India’s energy basket, it is
imperative to improve these capacity booking procedures.
The capacity booking procedures in India right now need improvement on at least seven key design elements as presented below.
These design elements are not comprehensive, but they for sure set the direction for reforms required in this area.

Design elements for capacity booking procedures

Existing

Entity handling
Capacity booking
capacity
timelines
booking

Physical/closed
Multiple pipeline Up to 3 days for
digital
operators
all contracts
Non-real time

Recommended

Capacity
booking
interface

Digital - visible
to all connected
entities
Real time

TSO

Shipper
Only entity
holding title to
gas can be a
shipper

Contracts > week: Any entity can
within 1 day
book capacity
Contracts < week: Holding title not
same day/1 day
necessary

Capacity
allocation
mechanism

Imbalance
settlement
(molecule)

Contractual
provisions

Different costs
FCFS, Not Use It and procedures Under GTA, CT
or Lose It
for each pipeline
operator

FCFS, Use It or
Lose It

Under Access
Uniform costs
Code
and procedures
No need of GTA
across grid
and CT
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Conclusion
The current grid access and capacity booking mechanism in India does not provide transparency and consistency to grid users.
A countrywide uniform grid code would ensure that all users are treated in a transparent and equitable manner.
Implementation of a uniform grid code should also help facilitate competition in the sector, as it shall remove all potential barriers to
entry and shall allow market participants to trade more easily by ensuring that there is a level playing field.
At a larger level, it should also help make it easier and more efficient to operate the grid, as it will produce efficiency in the operation
of a single system as it shall avoid the costs, risks and inefficiencies associated with operating separate multiple pipeline systems
today.

MEDIA PULSE
DOMESTIC NATURAL GAS PRICE KEPT UNCHANGED AT US$



sought bids for sale of 5.5 million standard cubic metres per

1.79 PER MMBTU FOR ARIL-SEPTEMBER 2021.

day of additional natural gas that will be available for sale

31st March 2021
https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/industry/energy/oil-gas/
domestic-natural-gas-price-kept-unchanged-at-1-79-per-mmbtu-

from their eastern offshore KG-D6 block.


Domestic natural gas price has stayed unaltered at US$ 1.79



price assessment for spot physical cargoes.

11% to US$ 3.62 per MMBtu in the latest price revision by the





bid would be JKM plus US$ 2.01 per MMBtu.

uproar for higher prices, as they believe that low prices would





MMBtu. But they will be entitled to a max of US$ 3.62 per
MMBtu ceiling fixed by the government for a 6-month period
to September 30.

It also helps keep fertilizer and power subsidies low for the
government.





4 April 2021

government every 6 months.

https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/industry/energy/oilarticleshow/81896209.cms

The gas produced from the fields has been granted marketing
and pricing freedom, subject to a ceiling fixed by the

th

gas/reliance-bp-seek-buyers-for-5-5-mmscmd-gas-from-kg-d6/

The consortium of RIL and BP is developing deepwater gas
fields in the KG-D6 block.

RELIANCE-BP SEEK BUYERS FOR 5.5 MMSCMD GAS FROM
KG-D6

At current price, the lowest price for the 5.5 MMSCMD of
gas that RIL-BP are auctioning comes to near US$ 6.5 per

Lower prices keeps costs low for gas-consuming homes,
factories and vehicles.



The lowest bid that can be placed is JKM minus US$ 0.3 per
million British thermal unit (MMBtu). The highest acceptable

Oil producers like Reliance and ONGC have been raising an
discourage investment in new gas production.

Bidders will have to quote a price linked to Platts JKM (Japan
Korea Marker), the liquified natural gas (LNG) benchmark

per MMBtu while the rate for gas from difficult fields plunged
government.

The e-auction is slated for April 23 and the gas supply will
start from late April or early May.

for-april-september/articleshow/81783910.cms


Reliance Industries Ltd. and its partner BP Plc of UK have



So far, Reliance has made 19 gas discoveries in the KG-D6
block, out of which D1 and D3, the largest of the lot have been
brought into production from April 2009, and MA, the only
oilfield in the block was put to production in September 2008.
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INDIAN GAS SECTOR HIGHLIGHTS
NATURAL GAS GROSS PRODUCTION
In MMSCMD

LNG IMPORTS

Pvt./JVs

Oil

ONGC

In MMSCMD
125.7

82.8

82.3
100.7

0.6%

66.7

19.9%

58.2

6.7
7.1

17.4
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Feb 2020

Feb 2020

Feb 2021

Feb 2021

SECTORAL CONSUMPTION OF NATURAL GAS
R-LNG Consumption

Qty. in MMSCMD
Feb 2021

Domestic Gas Consumption

15.2
10.3

12.6
32.3

16.3

8.6

17.08

13.3

17.3
15.1
Fertiliser

3.03
CGD

Power

Refinery

0.32
Petrochemical

Others

Source: PPAC
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